Alderman Stamper’s #WeWork clean-up initiative set for tomorrow

Tomorrow, June 6, starting at noon and running until 3 p.m., Alderman Russell W. Stamper, II is hosting a series of community cleanups at three different locations. Each clean-up project will be supported by a different lead organization. Events will occur at: 13th and Fond du Lac supported by Running Rebels, 17th and Walnut supported by Johnson Park Neighborhood Association, and 32nd and Center supported by Creative Corridor. Alderman Stamper encourages participation in the interest of supporting the community.

“I urge the residents of Milwaukee to come out and help us clean up these areas across the city tomorrow whether they live nearby or not,” said Alderman Stamper. “This is truly a community effort and we need to come together to support the community now more than ever. I also want to extend my gratitude to the many partners who are helping make this happen.”

Clean-up supplies will be provided and participants are encouraged to wear a face mask or covering. Event organizers and partners include: Keeping Greater Milwaukee Beautiful, Big Serve, City of Milwaukee DPW, Milwaukee Urban League Young Professionals, Johnson Park Neighborhood Association, Running Rebels, The Creative Corridor, Scott Crawford, Inc., Urbane Communities, Sharp Creatives, Boyne Capital, Plethora World LLC, Jade Charon Company, Positive Touch Therapy, Sherman Park Neighborhood Improvement District, Black Cat Alley, Wallpered City, Green Sanity Solution, Core Sports, and MORGANDEZINE.
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